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The Religious Studies Program
conducts business in
accordance with its PoliciesXXX
which includes oversight by the
Executive Committee, whose
members are:
Susan Ridgely, Chair
Tom DuBois
David Hildner
Ernesto Livorni
Mark Louden
Corrie Norman
Quitman (Gene) Phillips
Cara Rock-Singer
Jordan Rosenblum
We appreciate the commitment
and service of our executive
committee.
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I am thrilled to be starting my term as
Director of the Religious Studies
Program. The past year was full of
exciting developments in Religious
Studies. We have had numerous public
forums on campus, including a panel
discussion with African American
Studies on Aretha Franklin, a talk about
religion and social media by Prof.
Kathryn Lofton of Yale University, and
Prof. Tom Dubois’s presentation on
indigenous material culture and religion.
We also furthered our internship
programs with the Wisconsin Council of
Churches and continue to look for ways
to partner with the wider Madison
community. The administrative review
of our program was completed
successfully. Finally, and perhaps most
exciting of all, we hired the first-ever
tenure-track assistant professor in the
Religious Studies Program, Dr. Cara
Rock-Singer.
But of course, the start of a new
semester should not be spent just
looking back on past accomplishments.
It is also the time set new goals, to seek
out areas for growth, to make new
connections and to reestablish old
friendships. In this spirit, I wanted to
share with you some of the things that
the RS faculty, staff and I are looking
forward to this academic year. It is a year
of firsts for me: my first year as Director
and my first year teaching a FIG. I am
eager to meet first-year students to
share with them some of my
enthusiasm for RS, particularly as it is
expressed in various forms of media. I
am also delighted to get to shepherd
the RS program through what I believe
will be an extraordinary time of new

energy and growth. Alongside my work
in the program, I am also looking
forward to continuing my research on
the generational effects of the
desegregation of a rural Catholic Parish
in North Carolina in 1953.
Prof. Jordan Rosenblum reported that he
is most looking forward to continuing to
work on a summer program project
begun last year with Michael Naparstek.
In Summer ‘19, RS offered a new online
case-based course that investigates a
range of domestic and global areas of
conflict where Religious Studies can
make meaningful interventions. Thanks
to Professor Rosenblum for his tenure as
RS Director; he is currently serving as
Director of the Art History Department.)
Associate Director Dr. Corrie Norman is
eagerly anticipating the return of RS
students, working with them on
capstone projects, hearing about their
summer adventures and engaging new
students in RS 102. She’s also excited
about new collaborations and a number
of RS events in the works, including
some new initiatives for RS alumni.
Susan Fenton, RS Program Manager
(another of the great things that
happened in the past year was Susan’s
return to RS after a few years in the ISchool), looks forward to meeting the
RS majors and certificate students, and
helping them build community and
connections through RS events.
You’ll find Prof. Cara Rock-Singer’s
hopes for the year in an article
introducing her. We wish her well in her
first semester.
Finally, if you have any
accomplishments or hopes you would
like to share with the program, please
write us a note or drop by and say hello.
As you will see in the newsletter, we
have many alumni who are putting
their RS majors and certificates to great
use. We’re sure there are many more of
you out there! Please let us know how
you’re doing, and if you can, donate to
support the program.

Religious Studies Program

Religious Studies Program Ten-Year
Review Completed Successfully

One hundred and twenty-six pages of
prose and appendices, dozens of
tables, charts, surveys, committee and
stakeholder meetings and countless
hours collecting and analyzing data.
And that was just the preparation. The
RS Program self-study and subsequent
administrative review were
successfully completed last Fall. This
process is required every ten years of
all academic units. The review
examined how well the current
curriculum and its courses help RS
majors achieve the learning outcome
goals of the RS Program, which
measure competencies in
communication, analysis, religious
literacy and management of a
sustained research project. (The RS
Certificate Program was reviewed in
2013-14.) It also reflected on the
Program’s viability and its
contributions, successes, challenges
and ongoing and projected efforts for
enhancement. The Ad Hoc Faculty
Committee, appointed by the Dean to
review the findings of the Program’s
report, found that “RS appears to be
thriving despite the challenges” of
being a small unit and “national trends”
away from humanities majors. The
Committee “praises the exceptional
efforts of the small number of faculty
and staff who have taken on the
outsized challenge of re-tooling RS so
that it might continue to offer a vibrant
and attractive undergraduate major.”
Signs of the program’s health cited in
the self-study report include its strong
and stable course enrollments
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(averaging 418 per term), the robust
growth of our gateway courses as well
as the certificate and major programs
in recent years, and the rise in the
number of science and social students
who also choose to study religion. As
the report concludes, “RS is a place for
students to develop their skills and
unique set of interests and goals that
may not fit in any one program.” The
high quality of learning and long term
value of the major, as assessed
through direct examination of student
work over time and indirect surveys
and conversation with students and
alumni, was also underlined in
findings. 90% of capstone projects, for
example, met the learning goals at
high or medium levels. RS alumni
affirmed that their major has proven
to be a valuable, useful, enriching
factor in their personal and
professional lives. On a scale of 1-5,
with 5 as highest value, 90% of alumni
respondents ranked Program
satisfaction at 4 or 5. Graduates from
the past six years ranked it at 95%.
The process of review provides not
only a picture of the past and present
but also helps RS envision its future.
Subsequent and ongoing
conversations include ideas for new
course development in key areas,
sustaining traditional and seeking out
new disciplinary partnerships,
building community—including
community with our alumni. Stay
tuned! The RS Program welcomes
further suggestions and thanks
everyone who was involved in the
process.

Religious Studies Events
Fall 2019
All events are open to the public and free of charge.

Monday, Sept. 30, 12:10-1:10 - Soc Science
6203 “Religion, Culture and Child Public
Health: A Conversation" with Dr. Dipesh
Navsaria, UW School of Medicine and Public
Health. http://www.navsaria.com/home/
shorter-biography.html
Students, alums, affiliates and friends are
welcome to join this conversation .
Thursday, Nov. 14, 4:30-5:30pm Location
TBD: “Vaccine Hesitancy, Worldview and
Religion: Interdisciplinary Perspectives.”
What does religion or religion-like ways of
viewing the world today have to do with this
important public health issue? The panel
discussion will be chaired by RS Assistant
Professor Cara Rock-Singer. Panelists
engaged in research and education with
religious and “religious-like” populations
include RS Affiliate Professor Mark Louden
(Dept. of GNS), Malia Jones, PhD. (Center for
Demography and Ecology) and Stephanie
Schauer, PhD., Program Director, Wisconsin
Immunization Program. Integrated into RS
102 and our “Religion in the News” First-Year
Interest Group Seminar.
Thursday, Dec. 5, 5-6pm RELIGIOUS STUDIES
COMMUNITY LECTURE. DeLuca Forum,
Wisconsin Institute for Discovery. Mark
Oppenheimer, PhD., former New York Times
religion columnist. “ See p. 4 for details
Tuesday, Dec. 10, 12-1pm Location TBD.
Inaugural “After RS” Alumni Discussion:
“Trauma, Being Real and Religion in the NICU
(Neonatal Intensive Care Unit).” Based in her
work as a Chaplaincy Resident at Meriter
Hospital and her master’s thesis (University
of Chicago Divinity School), RS alumna
Chelsea Cornelius discusses how her
thinking and experience continue
developing from her RS major. See RS on
Facebook for location and updates.
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Alumni Feature:

Coming Home to the
Humanities
Tim Weiss '08

Timothy K. Weiss, BS in Religious
Studies and History 2008, just
completed his first year as Director of
Academic Advising in The College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Humanities
Division, at Arizona State University in
Tempe, Arizona. This is new in many
ways for Tim. He oversees a first-year
advising center for the Humanities in a
newly renovated facility (it formerly
housed ASU’s Law School). It is also a
return to his academic roots. After
seven years of advising and
administration in ASU’s College of
Nursing and Health Innovation, Tim is
again immersed in the Humanities, an
interest area that flourished in the
Religious Studies Program at UW.
Tim treasured his experience with
nursing students, noting that his
learning in the RS major developed a
“comfort level with gray areas and
ideas,” a skill necessary for nursing
advisees when faced with difficult
personal or academic decisions.
Returning to the Humanities was an
opportunity to focus on helping a
wider range of students with a diverse
spectrum of interests. Tim is upbeat
about the Humanities, and feels its
value continues to appreciate after
graduation. In his new role, he
emphasizes how the Humanities
cultivate empathy, skills, and
experiences that allow students be
successful in all seasons of career and
life. Rather than being “narrowly field
4

specific,” the advising center promotes
broad-based support, major
exploration, and guides students
toward their intellectual home.
Fortunately, resources at ASU help
make majoring in the Humanities
feasible for its diverse student
population, including many firstgeneration and working college
students.
He continues to counsel his students
from his own experience as a UW
student and afterward. “Religious
Studies was a fantastic opportunity as a
nimble major” in which he could
choose what to study based on
“interests, quality of teaching” and
opportunities to engage with
classmates on mutually exciting topics.
He fondly recalls “late nights in Helen C.
White” talking philosophy of religion
and shamanism with classmates, and
making a video on the Six Yogas of
Naropa in a Buddhism seminar. Among
his most memorable classes are RS
Affiliate Professor Michael
Chamberlain’s courses and Professor
Susan Ridgely’s 600 seminar. The first
faculty advisor he met at UW is still his
model for advising and teaching,
Charles Hallisey (now at Harvard
University). As a sophomore, Weiss
explained, “I thought I had to study
business,” but Professor Hallisey
“helped me see I could do anything” by
acquiring valuable, applicable skills
“that allow you to thrive nearly
anywhere,” while majoring in a subject
he loved.

Shortly after graduating from UW in
2008, Tim moved to Arizona, where he
became an academic advisor in 2009,
pursued graduate work in Education and
is, with his spouse (like Tim, an ’08 UW
and Teach for America alum), raising
three young boys. At age 28, barely a
decade out of UW, came the ASU
leadership position in which he uses
skills he learned in college:
“abilities to perform complex thinking,
articulate ideas, devise creative solutions,
and adapt to new contexts.” He
continues to encourage students to do
what he learned from his path through
RS: “(T)ake the next right step for you
and swim downstream with the current
of your own life,” rather than someone
else’s pre-set path.

Religious Studies
Community Lecture
Please join us on Thursday, Dec. 5, from
5-6 pm, at the DeLuca Forum in the
Wisconsin Institute for Discovery. Mark
Oppenheimer, PhD., former New York
Times religion columnist, will speak
about “The Pittsburgh Project: The Tree
of Life Synagogue Shooting, A Year
Later.” His talk is co-sponsored by Jewish
Studies, the First-Year Interest Group
Program, and other units (pending), and
integrated into RS First-Year Seminar,
“Religion in the News.”
In the aftermath of a mass shooting,
fueled by religious and ethnic hatred,
how do people heal? Three weeks after
the Tree of Life shooting in Pittsburgh in
October 2018—the deadliest anti-Semitic
attack in American history—
Oppenheimer began reporting on the
ground in Pittsburgh, observing how the
tight-knit Squirrel Hill neighborhood
copes with tragedy. After dozens of visits
and nearly 200 interviews, Oppenheimer
is in the midst of writing a definitive
account of how a strong community,
aided by geography, history, and durable
institutions, has persevered. His account
says much about community, religion,
violence and hope in America today.
www.markoppenheimer.com
Religious Studies Program

Religious Studies Students combine
academic learning and work
experience in Internships on
Immigration and Child Poverty

Claire Embil

Emma Lai

Lexi Gianitsos

http://religiousstudies.wisc.edu

For the past two years, RS students
have held paid internships with The
Wisconsin Council of Churches. WCC
connects some 20 Christian traditions
(representing approximately 2000
congregations and over 1 million
members) “committed to working…
across differences… toward
peacemaking, social and economic
justice for Wisconsin’s most vulnerable
residents.” Alexis (Lexi) Gianitsos, (BS
’18) who majored in RS and Sociology,
found her “dream job” in the
internship in her senior year, using her
academic training to develop
educational resources on immigration
policies for WCC’s membership. She
also employed the experience in her
RS honors capstone thesis, which
explored political coalition-building
across secular and religious groups.
2019 interns Claire Embil and Emma
Lai, both in their second year at UW,
were excited to see how much their
coursework informed their projects
with WWC’s “End Child Poverty”
campaign. They also did focused
reading and research related to
religion and poverty, ranging from
theological classics, such as the works
of Dorothy Day, to current sociological
studies and formulated research
questions and further reading lists they
may pursue in academic work. Further,
Claire feels what she learned about
“tangible advocacy” across differences
and the practice of “necessary skills”
have helped prepare her and given her
increased confidence in her goal to
attend seminary after college in
preparation to become a minister in
the ELCA. Emma, who studies
Economics and Psychology along with
Religion, summed up the experience
this way: “Knowing that all the
research I have been doing this
semester is meant for something larger
and that people can use what I have

learned has made me feel I am
serving the poor using gifts I have
been given. For the first time, I feel
that I can help people in need by
being myself.” WCC’s Public Policy
Coordinator and the interns’ supervisor,
Dr. Peter Bakken, notes that internship is
often a mutual learning experience for
agency and interns and emphasizes what
RS interns bring to the job:
“They have given me a deeper awareness
of the changing social contexts of our
work, ideas for how we can make
effective use of new media and
information technology, and insights
from their coursework for our issues and
strategies. Orienting them to the
Council’s work has prodded me into
thinking more critically about what we
do and how and why we do it. Above all,
I’ve been heartened by their enthusiasm,
intelligence, and commitment to using
their gifts and skills on behalf of a more
just and compassionate society.”
The internship will continue in 2019-20
with a focus on non-partisan, interfaith
voter education and engagement.

Image courtesy of WCC
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RS Welcomes Assistant Professor Cara Rock-Singer
Judaism, and science in the
contemporary United States.
Her book manuscript, Gestating
Judaism: The Corpuses and
Corporalities of American
Jewish Feminisms, examines
how American Jewish women in
the United States and Israel
deploy gendered technologies
and knowledge to challenge
normative structures within
Jewish social and religious life.

Dr. Cara Rock-Singer has joined
the UW Religious Studies
Program as a tenure-track
faculty member. She received
an A.B. in Molecular Biology
from Princeton University, M.St.
in Theology with a focus on
Religion and Science from
Oxford University, and a Ph.D.
in Religion from Columbia
University. She recently
completed a Postdoctoral
Fellowship at Cornell University,
where she was jointly appointed
in the Jewish Studies Program
and the Science and Technology
Studies Department. This year,
she will be teaching RS/GWS
305: Women, Gender and
Religion in Fall and RS/HIS
SCI/MED HIS 331: Science,
Medicine and Religion in Spring.
Among the things she is most
looking forward to this year are
teaching these two courses and
working with UW students for
the first time.
A scholar of North American
Religions, Dr. Rock-Singer’s
research and teaching center on
the relationships among gender,
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How did she come to study
religion? Like many of our
current students, alumni and
other faculty, she is a “liberal
arts success story.” She took a
religion class to fulfill a college
requirement and “was hooked.”
She followed up that course
with another on religion, gender
and sexuality and, as she says,
“That was it!” She fell in love
with studying religion and being
able to engage with everyday
lives and how people derive
meaning within and outside of
religious traditions. A mentor
encouraged her to connect her
science background to Religious
Studies and “it opened up space
to think about knowledge
production and authority, and
to think critically about
pervasive and powerful forces
in American life.” As for her
focus on Judaism, she explains
that “part of my project is
thinking about Judaism’s
relationship to American
religion” in ways that can
expand both our understanding
of Judaism and our
understanding of religion
broadly construed. This focus,
especially how it manifests in
and through female bodies,

offers insight into “the
complexity of biology and
peoplehood in identity and
community formation.”
As for coming to UW, she is
especially excited about the
many intersections among
programs that are possible with
“Jewish Studies, Gender and
Women’s Studies, Science and
Technology Studies… these are
just the tip of the iceberg.”
Prof. Rock-Singer moved to
Madison this summer with her
spouse, History Professor Aaron
Rock-Singer and their children
Liora, who is 5, and Eli, who is
almost 1. We are excited to
have them join the RS family!

The above photo, from Dr. RockSinger’s research, shows the prayer
space and altar of sacred objects
from the Kohenet Hebrew Priestess
Institute.

Alumni Updates: Still Building on Learning in RS
Joe Orner (Sociology BA, Religious Studies certificate,
2015) recently graduated from
Luther Seminary and was
ordained in August. He has
accepted a call as Associate
Pastor of Peace Lutheran
Church (ELCA) in Bloomington,
MN. Joe particularly remembers
his Gospels class at UW.
Eric Salitsky (Religious Studies BA,
Philosophy BA, 2010) is a
designer at ICRAVE NY. He
received a M.Arch from the Pratt
Institute and was recently
awarded a Stewardson Keefe
LeBrun Travel Grant by The
Center for Architecture and the
American Institute of Architects New York for his project,
“Exploring the Global Phenomenon of Multifaith Spaces.”
He will travel to cities in North America and Europe to
document the design and history of multifaith worship
spaces. To Salitsky, multifaith spaces can potentially serve
as living rebuttals to tribalism and divisiveness, showing
how people of diverse backgrounds and beliefs can
successfully worship in the same space without conflict.
Salitsky will visit airports, hospitals, universities, and other
public institutions in New York, Boston, London,
Manchester, Zurich, and Berlin to investigate how people
of different faiths share sacred space. Eric says the roots
of this project “trace way back to 2006,” starting in his RS
courses and interfaith dialogue via LISAR.
Austin Scher (Religious
Studies BA, Jewish Studies
Certificate, 2016) Director of
Corporate Partnerships for
Minor League Baseball’s
Daytona Tortugas, was
recently featured as an
“Ambassador for Change” on
mlb.com for his community outreach especially in the
area of diversity and inclusion initiatives. The article
states, “While attending the University of Wisconsin,
Scher majored in religious studies, an unorthodox major
for a career in sports business. He has utilized his
educational background to develop and advocate for
religious freedom and inclusion for the clubs for which he
has worked. While diversity and inclusion are often
assumed to focus on racial or gender diversity, Scher's
efforts are a testament to the extension of the meaning.”
Austin’s senior thesis focused on religion in the world of
baseball. You can read the entire article here:

https://www.milb.com/milb/news/ambassadors-forchange-austin-scher/c-306507646 Photo courtesy of MILB
Becca Wanta (Religious Studies BS with
honors, Bachelor of Soc Work, 2017) is a
social worker with the Veterans
Administration Hospital in Madison. She
sets up in-home services for Veterans as
a member of a Home-Based Primary Care
team. Part of her work goes directly back
to her RS internship with Honoring Choices Wisconsin as
she assists Veteran’s with advance care directives.
Two RS honors alums recently graduated
from the University of Chicago. Sam Gee
(Religious Studies BA and History BA with
honors 2017) completed a master’s degree
and has already begun doctoral work in the
Committee on Social Thought there,
continuing with a focusing on American
intellectual history and religious thought that
he began at UW.
Chelsea Cornelius (Religious Studies
and Philosophy BA with honors,
2015) recently earned the Master of
Divinity at the University of Chicago
Divinity School. She has returned to
Madison as a Chaplain Resident at
Meriter Hospital, specializing in
Neonatal ICU and Adult Psychiatric
chaplaincy. Chelsea’s master thesis
employed religious, gender, and trauma theories, which
she first encountered at UW, to develop theological
responses to crises encountered in neonatal intensive
care. (See our events section on Chelsea’s upcoming
presentation based in her chaplaincy work and research.)
This just in! Fr. Stephen Buting
(RS/HIS) was ordained to the
Roman Catholic priesthood on
May 18th at the Cathedral of St.
John the Evan gelist, Milwaukee.
After some parish experience
this summer, he is continuing
studies in Rome at the Pontifical
University of St. Thomas
Aquinas (Angelicum). RS 102
students still learn about
Stephen’s capstone thesis on devotion to Senor de los
Milagros (the Lord of Miracles) in Lima, Peru and
Milwaukee.
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Day of the Badger
Successful

Last week, we were dismayed to find that the table
supporting our multifunction collapsed and the in
process destroyed the much-used color printer/
scanner.

Our sincere thanks to the many alumni
and friends who have generously
supported the Religious Studies
Program during the "Day of the Badger"
fundraising event in April. Your
donations will help update the
technology in our seminar room, which
is heavily used by our students,
executive committee , and for events.
We will also be replacing our
multifunction printer (see photo.) Gifts
of any size are welcome and gratefully
received.
Please consider making a gift to the
Religious Studies Program
(#132542081) through the UW
Foundation:
supportuw.org/giveto/religiousstudies

We are fortunate to have a bright,
roomy space to use for seminars,
events, and meetings. However,
the whiteboard, while a big plus,
isn't as functional for
presentations. We hope to
purchase a wall-mounted monitor
for use by instructors and
presenters.

Check donations can be made out to
the University of Wisconsin Foundation.
Please include the fund number on the
check.
U W Foundation
U.S. Bank Lockbox, Box 78807
Milwaukee, WI 53278-0807
Questions? Contact our Foundation
Representative Ann Lippincott
Ann.Lippincott@supportUW.org
608-308-5320

Congratulations to our 2018-2019 Graduates!
Best Wishes and Keep in Touch!

MAJORS

PhD MINOR

Christina Baum, Lisey Doty, Audrey
Goldstein, Ben Malewicki, Raina
Richardson, Fernanda Martinez
Rodriguez, Nolan Schofield, Isabella
Vang, Nihal Voruganti, Joran Weitzer

Katie Ginsbach

CERTIFICATES
Tessa Bachinski, Quinn Buczak, Amrita Geddam, Mannat
Gill, Sarah Homedi, McKenzie Horzewski, Kelsie Krawczyk,
Sarah Langer, Samuel Larson, Yihong Li, Alycia McClure,
Susan Melk, Katherine O'Brien, Sarah Quinn, Margaret
Ruocco, Rachel Smith, Maria Sundstedt, Margaret Winding

